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NEW! CLASSIC YACHT HULL

Some years ago we were commissioned by Jotika in the UK to design ac classic yacht which they were planning to
introduce as a kit in the Caldercraft range. This did not eventuate, as at that time Deans Marine introduced the big “Blue
Leopard” sailing model. They felt at that time that there was not enough room in the market for two larger yacht kits.
Recently, we have been getting quite a few requests for a traditional full keel hull from frustrated yachties who are
experiencing weed problems at their various lakes. Their current boats with the common fin and bulb are proving to
be great weed traps and they want something that they can sail with minimum fouling of the hull. Adrian’s mind went
back to the old Caldercraft boat and the lines revisited and subsequently altered to produce a new design to fulfil the
above requirements. It is a shape that you can do many things with - Sloop or Cutter rig in either Gaff or Bermudan
configuration, Schooner, Ketch, Yawl, etc. The drawings that accompany the hull show two sail plans - Bermudan Sloop
and a Gaff Rig with Bowsprit.
It is a very impressive model but is not too large at 62” LOA (1575mm) 40” LWL (1015mm), a beam of 11” (280mm) on
a draught of 9”(229mm).
Displacement is 27.5lbs (12.5kg) and the hull could be configured to meet the model Six Metre rule as was the case with
the Caldercraft model.
These classic boats are most attractive on the water with their long narrow hulls and traditional overhangs. If you are
wanting something to beat the weed problem or just to create a model of a beautiful vessel, then this would probably fit in
with those requirements.
The fibreglass hull with drawings showing full size deck profile, keel hung rudder, full size lead details along with step
by step diagrams for casting the lead internally and two different sail plans, sells for $395.00 in a standard white gelcoat
finish.

CS-03 “Classic 6 Metre”
A nice version of the boat being
built by Tony Morewood from
the Lilydale Radio Yacht Club in Victoria.
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THREE GOOD READS
100 Years of Model Yachting & the Model Yachting Association
1911 - 2011
Certainly a long title but this most interesting book covers a long period of time.
Author Graham Reeves has done some fine research and presents a most interesting history of
the last 100 years of model yachting in the UK. Considering Model Yachting in Australia has
followed closely the English Tradition, we are sure that this volume will be of great interest to
all interested in model yachting. It covers in detail the development of the sport through the
various decades as well as early International events and the formation of the old I.M.Y.R.U.
All the racing classes are presented in detail including those which were only short lived. The
history of steering models is well presented from the early Braine Steering through to the Radio
Control era. The development of sails and sail materials is also covered. There are many good
biographies of past and present prominent people within the sport. The latter part of the book
deals with early rules and regulations, certification of models and finishes with an illustrated
listing of all the MYA trophies that are presented at their National Championships.
Because of our interest in the sport’s history, we have found this book to be an excellent read
and would recommend it to everyone interested in the way our sport has developed over many
years. It is a hard back publication consisting of 172 pages of high quality art stock. Well
written and profusely illustrated in colour and B & W, this book is sure to become one of the
model yachting classics of future years. The cost of this volume is $59.95.
We have quite a few in stock but feel sure that they will disappear very quickly.

2011 “Model Boats” Construction Special

Another one of the periodic “Specials” which Model Boats publishes from time to time.
This edition covers the construction and fitting out of models and we know this would be of
benefit to many of you. Topics covered include Drive Systems, Fittings, Painting techniques
for a top class finish. There is also an article on stability of models as well as a free MTB
plan and a feature on historic plans. Lots of good practical advise.
The magazine sells for $12.00. P&P extra if required.

“YANKEE III” now on disc.

A very popular book which we have sold for a number of years is “Yankee III - Build and
Sail a Model of a Famous J Class Yacht” by Earl Boebert of the United States Vintage Model
Yacht Group. It is an excellent book on construction and fitting out of a semi scale J Class R/C
model. On reordering recently, we were advised that it is no longer available in paper format
but has now progressed to DVD and you can now enjoy this book on your computer.
The original book retailed at $39.95 but the revised second edition publication on DVD costs
only $24.95.
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Serving the Radio Yachting Community

As most of you are aware, we have always stocked a very large range
of fittings and equipment for competition and fun yachting. In our
early days we imported our fittings from the UK from such notable
craftsman as Ken and Walter Jones and J. Metcalf and through the
years when we were designing and building the competition yachts we
continued to purchase the best fittings from the best sources throughout the world.
We have been very fortunate over the years with our yachts winning many
championships in Australia and throughout the world and even though we no longer build
the yachts for our customers, we still have maintained a large stock holding
of fittings and accessories for the serious competitor. We can also offer advise
based on many years of experience in the competitive yachting field.
For a number of years we have sourced from the best in the UK and
Europe and even have our own range of fittings manufactured for us
in Australia. Prices vary, depending on our sources but there will be
something there for every budget.
We are currently working on a new website which will include our
yachting products along with everything else, but in the meantime you
can request a price list to be mailed to you. For those who receive a
paper copy of this newsletter we can also include a list to you if you wish.
We have also listened to the many requests from those intersted in Classic Yachts and Pond
models, so have recently added a new lightweight 140gm woven dacron sailcloth to our sail
making materials range. Roll width is 910mm and price per lineal metre is $15.00.

FIGURES - OLD AND NEW IN ‘72’

In our February 2010 newsletter we introduced our Gunthwaite Miniatures R.N. figures from the UK. in the scale
of 1:72 and many customers have found them perfect for their warship models.
Three new sets of figures have been added to the collection and they are shown in order below. They come
unpainted as shown in the last picture.
GM72-015: Officer and Ratings “on watch”
GM72-016: Sailors in duffle coats and steel helmets
GM72-017: Sailors in oilskin coats
The cost of each set containing three figures is $12.50.
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“PEVENSEY” Card model

We have recently received a new model from the Dutch manufacturer, “World of
Paper Ships” and this time they have done a companion model to their previously
released “Alexander Arbuthnot”. The subject is one of
the other Paddlers owned by the Port of Echuca, “P.S.
Pevensey”. The model is at 1:100 scale giving a length of
335mm. It is very well detailed including some of the fine
detail being laser cut for extra accuracy.
The vessel is one of the oldest paddle steamers in service.
She was launched 100 years ago as a barge and soon after
converted to a Steamer. She had a very colourful life and
has now been fully restored and runs regular passenger
cruises along the Murray from her home port Echuca.
One of her claims to fame was her starring role in the TV
series “All the Rivers Run”, based on the early history
of Australia’s longest river. Her name was changed to “P.S. Philadelphia” for the series and the model can be
presented as either vessel, either in a simple or a very detailed version. Good English instructions are included and
the model fits well into an HO model railway setting. Price of the kit is $29.95 which is very good value for such
a detailed model. It is printed in full colour on heavy A4 sheets.
Great for a winter project beside the fire when it’s too cold to go into the work shed.

NEW! - HITEC

2.4Ghz

R/C

When delving into Rhonda’s Buried Treasure in the March newsletter we mentioned the Planet T5 2.4 Ghz Tx/Rx
combination which has proven to be a very good entry level set.
We are soon to expect stock of the latest Hitec 2.4 Ghz radios which will
take the technology and the performance to a much greater level and with
a much longer range than the T5, but will still maintain a very good price.
The new Hitec Optic 5 radio comes in two different configurations - a
Tx/Rx combination similar to the Planet T5 and a complete set which
includes servos and NiMH batteries.
Estimated prices at this stage would be approx. $110.00 and $159.00.
Pricing will be confirmed once our initial order on these units arrives,
hopefully in early June.
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RECENT EVENTS
Surrey Park Model Boat Club - Opening of Club
Building Extension

It is always good to hear of Municipal Councils taking an interest in their local modelling clubs and the Surrey Park
Model Boat Club in Box Hill, Victoria, has been fortunate to have had their club rooms extended recently.
The official opening was well attended by club members, representatives from other model boat clubs, the City Mayor,
Federal Government member and Whitehorse Council representatives.
The Surrey Park Model Boat Club is a well respected organisation in the City of Whitehorse, a position held for over
23 years. They are also one of the largest Model Boat Clubs in Australia with some of the best facilities. Last year the
Whitehorse City Council approached the club with an offer to add a large extension to their existing club house.
This work has now been completed and although the facilities have been in use for some time, the official opening took
place only recently on April 13th. The project was funded by the Australian Government and the Whitehorse City Council
and was officially opened by the City Mayor, Cr. Ben Stennett.
The club has always been very active with a full program. Club sailing days are twice a week with social nights and
regular teaching sessions on Friday evenings. The old clubhouse was very well used and these new facilities will ensure
the club goes from strength to strength.
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RECENT EVENTS - continued
Australian Micro Magic Cup - 2011

The 2011 Australian Micro Magic cup was held over the Easter weekend 23rd - 24th April and
hosted by the Paterson Lakes Radio Model Yacht Club in Victoria. The event was won by Bill
Hutchison with 29 points. In second place was Frank Katers with 53 points and in third place,
Roger Lee with 56 points. A good size fleet of 22 boats contested the event in excellent sailing
weather. The FLoat-a-Boat Perpetual Achievement Award, presented to the highest placed
skipper competing in their first major Championship, was awarded to an interstate competitor
Karl Texler who sailed particularly well in a fleet of many experienced skippers.
We were able to attend on the Sunday
and were very impressed with the
standard of racing and the sporting
attitude of skippers. At the end of racing
Adrian was able to present the FAB
award to Karl (top photo) and a line up
of all the prize winners is shown in the
photo below. Congratulations on a well
organised event.

Yea - 2011

The annual Yea festival which was held this year on the
20th March, has been a popular event for the surrounding
communities and over recent years a number of skippers from
Melbourne have put on impressive displays of model boating
at the municipal swimming pool. The venue lends itself to the
operation of submarines due to the clear water conditions and
as a result, quite a number of these vessels were present and
clearly visable in their natural element.
This year we made the trip to Yea for the first time and had a
really enjoyable day. We met many of our boating friends at the
pool and members of the general public seemed very impressed
with the high standard of models and their operation. There were
many other attractions such as a farmer’s market with plenty of
stalls, a really good hot rod and classic car show and a working
display of steam engines of all sorts. Plenty of things of interest
for all the family, lots of good food and entertainment which
makes for an enjoyable day out. We can certainly recommend the
event to any of you who may wish to attend in the future either as a participant or as a visitor.
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